
WILDLIFE PASS CAMBODIA
6 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS

I. HIGHLIGHTS

● Preparing and observing the feeding of the resident sun bears, monkeys, and other
wildlife on various stages of release at Wildlife Release center

● Hiking in the jungle and walking along overgrown logging trails to explore local flora
and fauna

● Overnight stay at a luxury tented camp in the Cardamom Mountains

● Experience the Botum Sakor National Park and its abundant natural treasures

II. ITINERARY
DAY 1

Phnom Penh – Chiphat
Depart from Phnom Penh in the morning and travel to Chiphat village, nestled in the Cardamom
Mountains. Upon arrival, take a walking or biking tour around the village, followed by a local
meal prepared by village women at the community restaurant.
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DAY 2

Chiphat - Wildlife Release Centre
Today, journey to the Wildlife Release Station nestled in the Cardamom Mountains, where
rescued animals find sanctuary. After pickup from Chi Phat village, settle into the station with a
morning tea or coffee before embarking on a jungle hike to spot diverse flora and fauna. Enjoy a
refreshing swim in a nearby stream and savor a local lunch. Observe afternoon animal feedings
and check camera traps for wildlife. Conclude the day with dinner and a nocturnal wildlife
spotting walk.
Please note: there are no powerlines in the release center. Electricity is generated by solar
panels, so there is only a limited supply. Please bring along sufficient power banks to charge
your gadgets.

DAY 3

Wildlife Release Centre
Rise early to join keepers for morning animal feedings before breakfast. Embark on another
jungle hike, exploring different trails and discovering hidden gems of the forest. Return for lunch
and participate in afternoon animal feedings and camera trap checks. Enjoy dinner and another
evening wildlife spotting walk

DAY 4

Wildlife Release Centre – Chiphat – Cardamom Tented
Camp
Transfer from Chiphat to the Cardamom Tented Camp, located along the Preak Tachan River.
Enjoy a scenic boat trip to the camp and settle into your safari-style tent. Explore the jungle
surrounding the camp on a guided hike and learn about conservation efforts in the area.

DAY 5

Cardamom Tented Camp
Join Wildlife Alliance Rangers on a patrol through the dense forest, spotting wildlife and learning
about conservation efforts. Visit the Ranger Station to see confiscated poaching tools and enjoy
kayaking or hiking back to camp.

DAY 6

Cardamom Tented Camp – Departure
Enjoy breakfast at leisure before boarding a boat back to the departure lodge. Transfer to your
next destination is not included, but options are available upon request. Extend your stay to
explore the beautiful beaches of Koh Rong or Koh Rong Sanloem.

— END OF SERVICES —
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Tour extensions: pre-tour or post-tour extensions are available, which would include
accommodation and private transfers, please speak to Focus Asia travel consultant for
further details.
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